
              

The mind of a person is the great bank that stores all human potentials. It is the place where the life treasures 

are hid waiting to be exposed and create the world in different colours. Man is such a wonderful creature 

that can mold his environment to meet his desires.  When things are not working to their capacities, the 

consultation should be made to the mind where the Creator of humanity placed the solutions. 

Men and women are seeking for success outside. Day and night man has never ceased to find his proper 

placement on earth. The biggest question one may ask is’ where is the right power for life achievements?’ 

Are there people who were born superstars and others sufferers? Who is the lifelong servant and beggar for 

the daily bread? 

This small book will help you uncover your power to find your correct place on the earth.  The subject is 

well researched and has been proved beyond doubt for one to make steps to the peak. The rules and 

principles are not just for motivation but for application in different life issues. Read the book with your 

eyes of your mind wide open. Discover your path to the journey of success. As you open the pages of the 

book, you will learn the truth of the book title BAD PROFILE IS THE BEST PROFILE. The book 

assures you to exploit the best from the worst. 

The principles that you are going to study in this book will change your ways of thinking. If you 

are waiting the day of your luck, you will change your mind after reading the book. I have proved 

these principles working in my own life. They will do the same to you beyond doubt. Read your 

mind as you read this book. Read the minds of others. Out of the minds are the issues of life. Being 

an employer and director for different institutions in Tanzania, I experienced the rules that have 

been discussed in this book that, they are really working. After attending The Global Leadership 

Sumit Tanzania since 2012, I have come to realize that, the worst can bring the best.  The speakers 

in these meetings have told me to see the best from the worst. They totally changed my attitude 

towards life issues. In fact, I have collected enough certificates from GLS Tanzania. They all 

remind me about getting the best out of the worst. 

 


